Rapidly advancing knowledge of neural encoding and sequence enables new means for the analysis of specific neural pathways associated with the differences between the unconscious and conscious decision making processes. Recent studies maintain that the outcome of a decision can be encoded in brain activity of prefrontal and parietal cortex seconds before it enters conscious awareness. There are numerous theoretical reasons which are customarily presented to undermine the case for mental causation. The present work offers a new approach, by which a coherent scheme for explaining the mechanism of free will is presented in terms of information processing and evolutionary means.
Introduction

1
In search of a subjective experience of freedom, regarding unconscious expressions of choice, neuroscientists have gained vast knowledge of the brain's decision-making process. Although, this unobtainable nature of one of the "hard" problems in neuroscience remains incompatible, the degree to which choices and will determine neural pathways and brain function is still of fundamental importance. Free will may be defined as the capacity to exert the "power" which allows one to act freely. But how can we define a free act? Conventional philosophical interpretations usually posit such acts within a designation of two divergent categories: compatibility and incompatibility.
Compatibilism is an apriorism which suggests that free action is compatible with a universal "truth", in which events of a given paradigm are bound by the causality of their prior states. Conversely, incompatibility is the ideology that such free actions are incompatible with a system which is defined by the interdependencies of events. Over the past few centuries, philosophers have argued that Determinism is valid or Indeterminism is valid, and correspondingly, either free will either exists or it does not (Smith, 2003) . This stagnation amidst dual and converse modes of thought, has been one which has pervaded throughout scientific disciplines for millennia. Yet, large scale neuroimaging and cognitive studies are beginning to uncover regional and pathwayspecific patterns of gene and brain function in large human populations (Hariri, 2009; Caspi, 2006) . These studies aim to understand the little we known about the unconscious control of human brain choices, and how much individual consciousness accounts for the wide variations among individual moral and ethical judgments. Recent reports show that many cognitive tasks are surprisingly predetermined; with an apparent absence of individual influences (Power et al., 2011) , on choice tasks (zhang, 2009) , perceptual choice (Zhou, 2009 ) and even moral decision making (Greene, 2004) . These constrained and deterministic relationships persist even after dual modalities are engaged in distinct and alternative tasks; which suggest a brain wholly confined by the expression of neural precepts. The significance of this standpoint implies that individuals, who enjoy a degree of freedom of action, enjoy a rational capacity of such, that if their situation had been conversely altered in any distinctly significant ways, they would have responded with a different suitable action. Accordingly, given that genetic and environmental factors, throughout one's lifetime, shape the physical development of the brain, the current aim was to compose a theory demonstrating whether these structural features are linked with the way in which the brain processes information; and furthermore our individual sense of free will. The few existing studies of the capacity to choose suggest that the brain has no causal efficay (Caviness, 1995) and our genes, rooted in altruism and aggression (Hedrick, 2005) , shape a mind constrained by limits of the Darwinian mechanisms of random mutation and natural selection (Futuyama, 1986) . To make the transition from a single neural tube of an embryo to intricate neural networks of genetic influence, specialized cells follow distinct pathways allowing for the categorical, structural hierarchy of the fully developed brain. These features each vary in a demographical and ethnographical nature with regard to diverse human lineages. Ancestral lineage analysis of these features, generated for prevalence, usually reveals patterns of similar genetic variation at older loci (Hedrick, 2005) . However, such patterns seldom show an environmental component congruent with similar variations, across the lineage.
Comparative differences in the brain evolution Futuyma, widely regarded as a catalyst of modern evolutionary debate, recognized as early as 1986, that the synthesis of a genetic endowment and an individual's biochemical makeup constitute fixed behaviors and beliefs (Futuyama, 1986) . Over the course of the last millennia, these apparent deterministic constituents have been extensively studied at a molecular level (Hariri, 2009; Zahn, 2007) ; although specifying alterations in gene expressions that distinguish the conscious and unconscious brain has been elusive. Diverse narratives and discourse have supported Futuyma's original contention of a population which matures by changes in allele frequency, brought about by random genetic drift, gene flow, and natural selection (Barreiro, 2008; Granville, 2001; Hedrick, 2005) . Understanding the genetic changes that distinguish our neural expression from that of our ancestors starts with defining the key environmental difference across the lineage. If there are differences in individual brains, it is partly due to how society has shaped a person, with neurons and synapses pruned away as the brain deemed unnecessary. Yet many psychologists and behavioral scientists alike disagree with an environmentally plastic brain; rather suggesting an ideology by which our brains are structured at birth (Caviness, 1995) .
The classical dichotomy intervening determinism and free will seems inadequate to describe the innumerable and individual action of neural constituents (e.g., neurons, genes, cells); decisions may appear to be individually free, yet in the entirety they are unquestionably subject to regulation, sometimes overwhelmingly strong, by biological factors. The neurosciences of the mind do give us ample reasons to consider that our minds are made of biological choices. But to conclude that free will is thereby an illusion is premature. It is akin to inferring from discoveries in physics that time is an illusion just because living organisms experience a personal and individual rate. As you read the previous sentence, you probably believed that moment constituted a distinct reference point. The present moment feels unique. It is not a tangible construct, yet it remains real. Nevertheless, regardless of how much you may recall of the past or anticipate of the future, you live in the present. In other words, it seems as though time flows, in the sense that the present is constantly reconciling incoming information, regarding new reference points. So too is the nature of free will, by which the conscious agent, by definition, is "free"-indeed, he is determined to have a sense of freedom. But the question remains: are we free from the flow of our ancestral biology? And in what sense are our decisions free from our environment?
The human brain can be deemed as a large-scale network, in which distinct spatialtemporal patterns of connectivity constitute a binding of information pathways, from one region to the next. Recently, a large number of multivariate methods and pattern recognition approaches have been applied to the comprehension of neural circuitry in diseased states (Caspi and Moffitt, 2006) . Such research contends that many alterations in the natural framework of the central nervous system (CNS) or its agents, have led to detrimental illnesses of the system (e.g., Alzheimer's and Parkinson's diseases). Although such states have been shown to correspond to alterations in neural circuitry, it is my contention that some states, owned to alterations in the system, are a function of evolution-mediated neural pathway expression. In the case of perceived "illnesses", within this framework, autism can be viewed as an over-expression of certain neural genes and pathways in response to alterations in sensory modalities. Furthermore, autism can be linked to alterations in the ON or OFF activation of pathway and gene expression during pre-natal development. This intricate nature of the neural connections of human lineages reflects a longer period of neuronal formation during pre-natal development, so that each division of individual progenitor cells, undergo more cell cycles before halting cell division. Therefore, this longer period is such that there is an inevitability that certain alterations or mutations will occur within the plasticity and expression of the developing neural sequences. This is an intriguing consideration, if one notes that in addition to making complex hierarchal connections, a longer period of neurogenesis adds novel neurons to specific regions so that the neural circuit templates differs between primates and other mammals. As such, we must view certain expressions of pathways, as an evolutionary benefit to the overall human lineage. Let us consider Aspergers syndrome, a lesser form of autism, in which the individual expresses an inability of social interaction, repetitive patterns of behavior, and narrow interests. Within the current framework, Aspergers syndrome can be viewed as a failure to create certain neural connections, and thereby, synchronization during early development. This suggests that certain "traces" of neural pathways are maintained throughout familial lineages. Simply put, by virtue of innate neural patterns across human ancestry, early hominids who expressed these traits allowed for an expression of neural pathways, shaped by their experiences. The progeny of these individuals, therefore, passed the expression of genes and the potential for the pathway to be either turned ON or OFF, by virtue of the strengthened connections and neural pathways of isolated brain regions. This mechanism would perpetually continue, until the strength of the pathway would be expressed regardless of environmental or situational triggers. Therefore, Aspergers syndrome can be considered as traces of neural pathways, which evolutionarily strengthened in penetrance, due to ancestral specialization of certain individual-oriented tasks.
In a study by Reynolds and Berridge (2003) , the adaptation of the capability of an organism to alter specific brain areas, in response to an absence and intensity of environmental expressions is tested. The evidence suggests that the size of distinct nucleus accumbens "zones "can be changed by the kind of environment in which a rat (model) is confined. For example, a class of the model expressed a calm nature in the absence of auditory and visual stimuli, by which the size of the area which results in fearful behavior diminished considerably (Broca, 1861) . Conversely, in the "comparison" model, in rats that were exposed to a consistent loudness of audition and luminous intensity of visual stimuli, the accumbens shell became a "fear" generating zone (Broca, 1861) . While studies of the like, express findings which suggest an explanation for how animals adjust their behavior to match their environments; how and could our intricate circuitry alter itself based on environmental stimuli? For such insight we must consider the most fundamental nature of the brain, and one which gives rise to the intricate nature of the system.
Upper cortical layers, generated late in neurogenesis, are overrepresented in the human cerebral cortex (Caviness, 1995) . From the initial cephalization of the embryonic neural tube, to the formation of the ventricular system and cerebral cortex, widespread populations of neurons have remained present. These 'predecessor' cells include the first neurons present within the cerebral cortex, before the onset of local neurogenesis. Additionally, special cell types, such as spindle neurons (specialized neurons with a single dendrite and axon), unique to our lineage are also present. By virtue of this distinct evolutionary expansion, I submit the existence of an innate template of neural pathways in the brain, by which the expression of such pathways, are shaped by experience and expression of the four fundamental forces of nature (weak, strong, electromagnetism, gravity).
Since 1861 when Paul Broca pioneered direct evidence of functional differentiation of the dual halves of the human brain (Berridge, 2003) , this differentiation has attracted the attention of neuroscientist, and biologists alike. It is a question of great importance as it relates to fundamental inquiry-weather we are afforded a symmetrical brain at birth, which enjoys the natural progression of mental faculties; or if distinct functional properties are ingrained from the moment of birth. My contention is of the later, yet, I would take such a premise further still. I submit that neural pathways in the brain are present from birth, and that there is a subsequent ON or OFF expression of these pathways, which are separate in each hemisphere. As such, all mental precepts and "qualia" reside within neural pathways of each respective hemisphere. Hence, because of the variability of their plastic nature, situations which we partake are allowed to either strengthen or weaken certain pathways. It follows that the continuous connection of these initially, weakly connected pathways can only be maintained through the initial strengthening of these modes, during early development. This asymmetry can be demonstrated when one considers the asymmetry of the neural system, whereby individuals who are right handed are afforded language function preferentially localized in the left hemisphere. Furthermore, recent evidence suggests that the left-right asymmetries of the human neural system are accompanied by asymmetric gene expression during early fetal development (Greenought and Black, 1992) ; although it has not been discussed whether asymmetries of gene expression constitute individual expressions of free will. Therefore, we shall progress with an in-depth consideration of an interaction of genes and the imprint in which the weak-force leaves on such expressions.
Evolutionary mechanisms
What sorts of genetic signatures underlie diverse neural circuitry? Approaches to this question have increasingly neglected a focus on intercellular interactions; by which the answers themselves still await further inquiry. The breakthrough and completion of sequencing the chimpanzee genome emphasizes an overlapping similarity in the composition of the chimpanzee and human genomes (Zhang, 2009 ). In fact, there is evidence for inactivation of genes, including visual perception genes, which have turned into pseudogenes during evolutionary development in both organisms (Caspi and Moffitt, 2006 ). Yet, there is currently scarce evidence to suggest that the addition of altered genes is a major mechanism in human brain evolution. Therefore I shall present two novel mechanisms of evolutionary neural change, which include: (1) alteration in the coding sequences of ON or OFF activation of genes due to the interaction of the weak-force and (2) the nature of information processing as an evolutionary imperative.
Many of the most definitive literature concerning evolutionary means suggest that human brain evolution is associated with changes in gene expression, specifically within the brain as opposed to other metaphysical agents (Caspi and Moffitt, 2006; Williamson et al., 2007; Wyatt et al., 1999) . A few models propose that more accelerated gene expression changes in the brain, along the human lineage, have occurred than any other organism on earth (Caspi and Moffitt, 2006; Caviness, 1995) . Despite such assertions, many scientists contend that genetic expression is merely happenstance, or that some elusive homunculus agent is really the "supervisor" of our conscious decisions. However, I propose that an increase in expression levels in a subset of brainexpressed genes, in response to "forces", is responsible for the entire lineage of human neural development. By "forces" I mean the fundamental forces of nature, by which we shall progress with the consideration of the weak force. At the "soul" of action potentials, lies at least theoretically a sub-atomic particle which we have designated, the electron. The electron is a negatively charged subatomic particle which is afforded an orbit about the nucleus of the atom. This fixed orbit, which travels around the speed of light, is held in place by the electro-weak force. Likewise, the electro-weak force is created and bound by the charge attraction between the "massive" protons (and neutrons), and by comparison, "meager", electron of the nucleus of the atom. In the brain, the ability of action potential and ion current expression is bound by the expression of this force at a subatomic level. Accordingly, in order for an electron to move from one atom to another, it requires an electro-motive force, to push it against the resistance of the intervening atoms. This force, which is measured in Volts, corresponds to the quantity of energy, denoted by E, needed to move a quantity of charge denoted by Q V=E/Q.
When resistance reaches a predetermined limit, electrons cannot flow across the resistant neural surface; yet they are still repulsed by each other by the electro-weak force, so when a resistance that is large enough to stop electron flow is found the electrons tend to aggregate by virtue of charge, until the voltage generated across the neural surface exceeds its dielectric constant (i.e., current begins to flow). I suggest that the oscillation of neural networks is an evolutionary by-product of the interaction of the weak-force, electromagnetic force, and gravity; and furthermore a means by which input selection can be biased.
Many physicists have expressed sentiments regarding the apparent "strength" and "weakness" of the four fundamental forces. It is inevitable that one intuitively comes to the realization that these forces have varied and grown in "strength and "weakness" over successive generations. This suggest that the intermolecular forces, which hold the atom, molecules, and ions of cells together, has been altered by virtue of an apparent increase or decrease in weak-force strength; across generations. A possible method, by which electrons can alter gene sequencing in the brain, is by the expression of London dispersal forces between certain neural proteins. Proteins are biological compounds which constitute folded polypeptides and amino acids; thereby facilitating a wide array of biological functions. Yet, the primary operation of the protein is to use the information encoded in genes, to create a template for development. Each protein has its own unique amino acid sequence that is specified by the nucleotide sequence of the gene encoding a certain protein. London dispersal force expression is a mechanism by which the "strength" of neuron dipole moments in the brain can influence the posttranscriptional control of RNA's. The London dispersion force is a type of active force which is caused by the expression of the weak-force; which correlates movements of electrons in interacting molecules. The electrons, which belong to varying molecules, initiate paths, in an effort to avoid other electrons at short intermolecular distances. The expression of this force, which has been determined by weak-force interaction, sets into motion the corresponding RNA alterations which accompany such varying degrees of expression. RNAs in biological cells are associated with RNA-binding proteins (RBPs) to form ribonucleoprotein (RNP) complexes in the human system. In turn, the RBPs influence the structure and interactions of the RNAs and play critical roles in their expression of function and biogenesis. Posttranscriptional gene expression, which allows for expression of control between transcription and the translation of genes, thereby is endowed with a capacity of subtle alterations in the genes of neural pathways; by virtue of weak-force expression. It follows that the activation and plasticity of the synaptic circuitry will demonstrate variations across human lineages in response to environmental interactions.
A means of information processing
There is accumulating discourse regarding neural genes and a necessity of important modifications in their coding sequence over the course of brain evolution. The undeniable nature of genes, which are influenced by natural selection, can be identified by comparing DNA changes that occur in closely related species. As the genetic material instruction for the organism, DNA must play a vital role in the misunderstood nature of free will. I shall proceed with a new, yet I assume, controversial model of the brain; the entropy modeled system. In principle, the ideology of a closed system brain, affords reversible operations that may be performed at no energy cost; given that irreversible computations can always be decomposed into reversible operations followed by the erasure of data. Claudius's principle states that the property of entropy in a system has an inherent means by which it increases or remains constant over time. In this view, entropy is considered a thermodynamic necessity; one which affords the system a constant state of disorder. Yet, given that sensory system generate but a fractured representation of our perception, the issue of perceptual and decisional continuity must be approached by defining a mechanism by which different modality components are gathered into a unified decision. Thus, conceding that the quantity of possible categories of perception is so extensive, the evolutionary implementation of purely systematic and hierarchical neural connections is improbable. Indeed, for the neural system to transduce signals akin to a barrage of individual informational input on an order of milliseconds, and to categorically assign a decision domain, is farther absurd. Yet how does the brain system reconcile this problem? The entropy model of the brain proposes that as a consequence of the disorder there must be present a force of equilibrium; at the genetic level. Thus DNA is viewed as this means, by which the quantum entanglement of nucleotide bases allow for a process of information processing which is supportive of human free will. Before we embark on this consideration, I assume many physicists, and neuroscientists alike are contemplating on a how the temperature of the brain can give rise to such "quantum events". Accordingly, I shall take a moment to go into a brief mechanism by which this occurs. Breadths of research suggest that the human brain is simply a closed system of intricate electrical properties (Williamson et al., 2007; Mekel-Bobrov et al., 2005; Johnson-Lairs, 1983; Kirkpatrick and Ravigne, 2002) . I favor such assertions going even as far to state that the parameters of our individual realities are characterized by our sensory and modality systems. The current hypothesis, assumes that for the most part, the neural pathways and connectivity's of the brain are present at birth, and enjoys a period of "genetic plasticity" during normal development. Furthermore, it also suggested that all the possible decisions that the brain can choose also occur; yet at an infinite number of different informational "branching" neural pathways. These varying pathways are important to note when one considers a brain which is not ubiquitous, with regard to temperature distribution or symmetry across the system. In fact, several studies have validated a brain in which Cerebral temperature varies across the brain (Power et al., 2011; Zahn, 2007 ). Yet, no so work has been done with regard to a comprehensive temperature by which quantum effects can occur.
Regardless if we are observing, hearing, smelling, or touching, the modalities of the human physiological system are constantly bombarded with input from our external environment. In fact, the very act of observation can be viewed as a measurement which determines the perception of our realities. We experience these perceptual cues in our daily lives as an intuitive and natural response to the environment; by which the varying modalities, be it auditory, sensory, visual, or acoustic, are in the form of waves. In the current framework, modality waves are viewed as a means by which the environment transfers energy and information to the human system. The multiple scattering of these distinct waves corresponds to transitional periods of what is known as, Anderson localizations of wave energy. Anderson localization is an absence of diffusion of waves in the entropy modeled brain. Therefore, when one speaks of transitional localization, one is speaking of a property which considers a confinement of the "wave" modality, and a transition to an infinite number of regions in the neural system. Correspondingly, this localization of wave energy maintains the temperature by an absence of diffusion of waves in the "disordered" brain medium. The tenet of this mechanism suggests that the pathways by which information are processed and the transition of wave energy across those pathways; allows for a "spatial template" which creates a finite universe of possible representations, based on experience. Proceeding with this train of thought we can assume that free will is not an illusory construct. Previous studies have provided evidence that connectivity modifications are preceded by amplified synapse turnover, which can be regulated through changes in inhibitory connectivity (Caspi and Moffitt, 2006; DePaola et al., 1985) . It is this dual alteration in synaptic function and connectivity, which allows for the observer (conscious subject) to have the final choice regarding the decision making process. Therefore, I shall present a model of information processing, which allows for the needed unity of the quantum indeterminacy of the unconscious brain choices, and choices of the conscious probability measurement of man.
The firing mode of a diverse lineage of neural cells, which is ultimately cognition, relates to the ingrained properties of their membrane potentials, the neural pathway with which processes the information, and the interconnectivity of those pathways. This is a model of neural processing which consistent with an IPBM description of the system. The IPBM, or information pattern branching model, is an original representation of how multiple modality input gives rise to the integration of sensory information and free will. In the IPBM model decision making is viewed as a separation between the unconscious and conscious state, by means of quantum indeterminacy and quantum measurement, respectively. Simply stated, the IPBM is a byproduct of quantum entanglement in genetic constituents, by which the interconnection of neural pathways, neural cell types, and anatomical regions of the brain, constitute information branching from various modalities into a single stream of processed information. If this is indeed the correct model, then sensory input during unconscious states does not correlate to temporal neural activity (i.e., does not constitute ones reality), and therefore, does not exist as a functionally distinct or meaning full experience. On the other hand, if the alertness generated during the conscious state is reproduced in the absence of congruent sensory input by means of activity generated by a duality of "branched" pathway interactions, states which immolate reality can be generated. Therefore, when unconscious choice is measured to precede conscious thought, this actually is a function of the degree to which the "branched" pathways of our perception of reality and "true" reality overlap. The implication is that constructs of the quality of qualia (i.e., colors, smells, tastes) are merely inventions of these pathways, which allow the brain to interact with its exogenous environment, by deterministic and predictive means. Furthermore, the IPBM suggests that during the processing of information, by which the brain enjoys periods of reconciliation of information and mental groping of uncertain perceptual input, the "branching" of information pathways allows for individual streams of the quantum potentialities of information to follow one path, and another go a different pathway. As such, a quantum amalgamation of classically-describable potentialities (i.e., qualia) is created due to the patterns of certain networks, certain neural firing, and certain experiences which take place. Yet why does information seemingly appear to occur before conscious initiation? The constructs of quantum indeterminacy and quantum measurement, which correspond to the unconscious and conscious state of the individual, are methods by which our brain determines the properties of an informational system. Let us first consider quantum indeterminacy; by which we shall correspond to the mechanism by which neurotransmitters are released into the surrounding neural system.
Within the pre-synaptic nerve terminal, vesicles containing neurotransmitters are fixed and prepared for subsequent release at the synaptic membrane. At the arrival of an action potential, the electrical membrane potential of the neuron rapidly rises and falls; Thereby creating an influx of calcium ions through voltagedependent and calcium-selective ion channels. Accordingly, the calcium ions initiate the propagation of a biochemical cascade which concludes with the fusing of vesicles with the presynaptic-membrane, and the release of neurotransmitters into the synaptic cleft. This is a fundamental example of indeterminacy, which demonstrates brain functionality as a casually indeterminate process. Therefore, the selective ion channels through which calcium ions have been demonstrated to enter the nerve terminal are also indeterminate. By virtue of the progression of calcium ions from their access channels, to their final loci by which they initiate, the release of neurotransmitters, their remains incompleteness in the description of the system. In other words, the unconscious state allows for an environment in which for a given ion is bound by the laws of quantum indeterminacy. As such, the ion may or may not bind to a given triggering site; thus, a given neurotransmitter may or may not be released; concluding with a receiving neuron that may or may not transition to an excited state (or inhibited state).
A conscious state is a subjective and individual quality of being aware; having a sense of selfhood. It is a means by which we "feel" the essential nature of the expression of our environment. Yet, when we consider its continuous nature with that of our unconscious state, we are left with a startling conclusion; conscious and unconscious states can be expressed in both non-continuous and continuous transition synchronously. The conscious state is a quality which is afforded quantum measurement, in response to environmental stimuli. Quantum measurement is an interpretation of a system, by which the very act of observation instantaneously reflects the state of the system. With regard to the conscious state this suggests that in an IPBM neural system, the act of observation is the cause of our decisions; and by extension affords the individual free will. Yet, if we are to believe we are endowed with a degree of freedom, we must understand how information travels so quickly throughout neural pathways. Quantum tunneling is a process by which a particle can quickly tunnel through a barrier it classically could not overcome. In an entropy model of the brain, information is seen as the branching of multiple pathways, which conclude with single streams of processed information. The model suggests that during observation information is input along the superpositional "branches" of neural processing. Furthermore, this mechanism allows for a construct which I have designated as, domain designation. Have you ever been engaged in a process engaged by multiple sensory stimuli? Domain designation is a consequence of quantum measurement, by which previously running information processing can be maintained in a pending state; allowing for subsequent retrieval and perceptual evaluation upon the completion of an ongoing modality-based input. In the brain, the act of measurement is necessitated by a need to categorically complete domainspecific functions, and reconcile incoming information with that which is currently stored. Hence, this "illusion" of the "real" construct of free will, can be seen as an evolutionary defense mechanism of the mammalian neural system. Let us consider our ancestral lineage, in which current data supports a greater increase in the net intelligence, across successive generations (Broca, 1861) . In this reference period tasks akin to individual lineages, such as gathering food and fire starting, where scene as evolutionarily beneficial to the survival of the species, and further the ability to procreate. Yet, at the initial comprehension of a means to gather food, and a means to enjoy warmth, the human was left with a process much like that of the present day "trial and error" mechanism. Thus, the act of failed and successful methods maintained the strengthening of neural pathways in the brain, which grew in intensity through successive human lineages. In current times, free will can be thought of as the initiation of innate neural pathways, in response to a primal need to access ones environment. Furthermore, the "branching" of information can be viewed as an integration of multiple neural pathways, as a consequence of man's growing variables of obstacles, such as olfaction and taste which could have converged as a means of not ingesting harmful substances, auditory as a means to anticipate danger and changes in the environment, and observation as a means to notice subtle changes in the environment (i.e., danger or nourishment opportunities).
General Remarks
From its introduction within general philosophical inquiry, to its radical, nonlinear discontinuities, the apparent fallacy of free will has been the source of many of the scientific difficulties that have plagued neuroscience.
It remains that our understanding of the nature of free will, is a search that if wholly describes can open up the understanding of the abstract processes of consciousness, and the like. In the present work I have demonstrated that an entropy model of the brain, and new consideration of how the brain transfers sensory information into coherent, private percepts; through a neural pathway-based information processing mechanism. In taking this journal into one of the unsolved problems of neuroscience, I only hope the reader was invited towards an attention to what science may suggest; and use such works as a guide to construct more hypotheses in the future. Above all, the aim of any body of scientific work is to obtain a degree of doubt, a reason of inquiry, and a constant struggle between ignorance and insight.
